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YOU DID IT!

You just read this issue of Ethos cover to cover. Still looking to procrastinate? Take a trip down memory lane and do this word find, with a list of words from this issue.

FOREIGN SLANG
By ALLISON BUTLER & CHELSEA EVERS
Fit in with your foreign friends and learn some slang from overseas

BRITISH

Fanny: vagina
“You didn’t get that inside my fanny did you? It’s okay, I have Plan B in the drawer.”

Spend a penny: take a pee
“Excuse me a sec—I gotta spend a penny.”

Chunder: to throw up
“After my tenth keg stand, I chundered everywhere!”

Chav: trailer trash
“I don’t want to wear those shoes with those pants; I will look like a chav.”

Prang: freaking out about something
“I’m pranging out that my parents are going to see my credit card bill.”

AUSTRALIAN

Brick shit house: strong, muscular man
“Check out that meathead—he’s built like a brick shit house.”

Crack a fat: get an erection
“My English professor’s so hot, I crack a fat during every class!”

Root rat: somebody who is constantly looking for sex
“That chick is a total root rat—she’ll sleep with anything that moves.”